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SUMMARY

Opioids are powerful addictive agents that alter dopaminergic influence on reward signaling in 

medium spiny neurons (MSNs) of the nucleus accumbens. Repeated opioid exposure triggers 

adaptive changes, shifting reward valuation to the allostatic state underlying tolerance. However, 

the cellular substrates and molecular logic underlying such allostatic changes are not well 

understood. Here, we report that the plasticity of dopamine-induced cyclic AMP (cAMP) signaling 

in MSNs serves as a cellular substrate for drug-induced allostatic adjustments. By recording 

cAMP responses to optically evoked dopamine in brain slices from mice subjected to various 

opioid exposure paradigms, we define profound neuronal-type-specific adaptations. We find that 

opioid exposure pivots the initial hyper-responsiveness of D1-MSNs toward D2-MSN dominance 

as dependence escalates. Presynaptic dopamine transporters and postsynaptic phosphodiesterases 

critically enable cell-specific adjustments of cAMP that control the balance between opponent D1-

MSN and D2-MSN channels. We propose a quantitative model of opioid-induced allostatic 

adjustments in cAMP signal strength that balances circuit activity.

In Brief

Muntean et al. examine how opioid exposure influences cyclic AMP (cAMP) responses to 

dopamine in striatal medium spiny neurons (MSNs). They describe allostatic adaptations in the 

processing of dopaminergic signals by D1-MSN and D2-MSN populations as opioid 

administration progresses from acute exposure to chronic use, and they define molecular elements 

contributing to the process.
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INTRODUCTION

The anatomical connectome of the mammalian brain provides the infrastructure for synaptic 

communication, which underlies functional neuronal circuits instructing action selection. A 

remarkable feature of neural systems is the boundless adaptable plasticity in response to 

input stimuli, allowing response adjustments based on experience while maintaining 

homeostatic integrity (Josselyn et al., 2017). This property is prominently featured in the 

mesolimbic dopamine system (Reynolds and Wickens, 2002), which constitutes the core 

requirements for the refinement of motor sequences (Graybiel, 2000) and reward valuation 

(Lobo and Nestler, 2011).

The basal ganglia contain two prominent dopaminergic inputs: dopamine neurons from the 

midbrain substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and ventral tegmental area (VTA) project to 

the striatal caudate putamen (CPu) and nucleus accumbens (NAc), respectively (Gerfen, 

1992). Dopamine processing in the CPu is required for action initiation/selection, and 

disorders such as Parkinson’s disease are characterized by the loss of SNc projections and 

profound movement dysfunctions (Graybiel, 2000). In contrast, reward signals are encoded 

through phasic patterns of dopamine release (Tsai et al., 2009), processed by the NAc, to 

calculate both positive reinforcement and noxious reactions (Schultz, 2013). In this scenario, 

dopamine serves as a biasing factor in the selection of appetitive behaviors by providing a 

temporal reward prediction error (RPE) (Schultz, 2016). The RPE embodies the difference 

between the actual stimuli-induced reward and the estimated reward value forecast based on 
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prior experience to steer future behavior toward reward acquisition (Schultz et al., 2017). 

This process is most directly observed during exposure to drugs of abuse (i.e., cocaine, 

amphetamines, opioids) (Covey et al., 2014), which dramatically enhance dopamine levels 

(Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988) to induce euphoria during a brief window followed by a 

dysphoric state upon withdrawal of drug use (Pothos et al., 1991; Rossetti et al., 1992a, 

1992b; Tjon et al., 1994). Changes in the set point of dopamine and reward valuation during 

this process are thought to follow principles of allostasis (George et al., 2012). This theory 

argues that a repeated cyclical elevation of dopamine levels triggers an adjustment of reward 

valuation to a new allostatic set point elevating the reward threshold, driving persistent drug-

seeking behavior in an effort to overcome the dysphoria associated with the addictive state 

(Koob and Le Moal, 2001). However, the molecular and cellular substrates driving the 

allostatic adaptations in the reward circuit, as well as mechanisms of this process, are 

unknown. Among drugs of abuse, opioids occupy a special place, carrying the highest 

addictive liability (Volkow et al., 2019), which is thought to be due to the strength of the 

allostatic adaptations that they exert (Gradin et al., 2014; Martin-Soelch et al., 2001). Indeed, 

opioid exposure induces adaptations clearly discernable by behavioral reactions such as 

strong euphoria, marked tolerance, and intense withdrawal reactions (Donroe and Tetrault, 

2017). Opioids intervene at multiple points in the reward circuitry, exerting synergistic 

effects on the dopaminergic system (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Pothos et al., 1991). 

Thus, opioids present a convenient model for understanding how exposure to addictive drugs 

affects the processing of dopaminergic signals to produce allostatic shifts in reward 

valuation.

The NAc is composed of ~95% medium spiny neurons (MSNs), which are the key element 

in processing dopamine signals. Two major subpopulations of MSNs feature distinct 

transcriptional landscapes, most prominently delineated by differential expressions of either 

the dopamine D1 receptor (D1-MSNs) or the dopamine D2 receptor (D2-MSNs) (Gerfen et 

al., 1990; Gokce et al., 2016). These populations control reward valuation in opposing 

fashions: D1-MSNs are involved during behaviors related to rewards, whereas D2-MSNs are 

thought to be integrated with aversive stimuli (Hikida et al., 2010; Kravitz et al., 2012; Tai et 

al., 2012). Prevalent models posit that the bidirectional control of MSN populations by 

dopamine, which generally has stimulatory effects on D1-MSNs and inhibitory effects on 

D2-MSNs, dictates behavioral outcomes (Tecuapetla et al., 2014; Yttri and Dudman, 2016). 

It is the synchronized responses of MSNs to changes in dopaminergic inputs that are thought 

to program goal-directed activity (Tobler et al., 2005). Yet, the nature of these computations 

and the cellular mechanisms that underlie the parallel processing of dopamine signals as 

well as their plasticity has been difficult to ascertain, mainly due to the lack of direct and 

immediate changes in the electrical properties of MSNs to dopamine (Cepeda et al., 1998; 

Malenka and Kocsis, 1988; Nicola and Malenka, 1998; Shen et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 

1999). To tackle this issue, genetically encoded reporter-based approaches are being 

increasingly adopted. Thus far, these efforts included measuring either dopamine itself as it 

is released synaptically onto MSNs utilizing engineered dopamine receptors (Patriarchi et 

al., 2018; Sun et al., 2018) or measuring the overall activity of MSNs by calcium indicators 

(i.e., GCaMP) (Calipari et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2014a, 2013; Tecuapetla et al., 2014). While 

providing important information on dopamine actions and the roles of MSN populations in 
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behavioral actions, these studies do not target the information-decoding process performed 

by D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs, which requires looking at events triggered by dopamine 

receptor activation. Such information is powerfully provided by monitoring the dopamine-

driven activation of ectopically overexpressed G protein inwardly rectifying K+ channel 

(GIRK) channels, directly activated by Gβγ subunits released from Gi/o proteins (Marcott et 

al., 2014). However, this approach is limited to decoding dopamine actions only in D2-

MSNs while monitoring an event not physiologically engaged in by MSNs.

The major physiological and direct cellular consequence of dopamine action on both MSN 

populations is the positive and negative influence on cyclic AMP (cAMP) production 

mediated by the D1 and D2 dopamine receptors, respectively (Lobo and Nestler, 2011). 

There is considerable evidence pointing to the role of dopamine-triggered cAMP alterations 

in programing reward valuation and in the actions of addictive drugs (Di Chiara and 

Imperato, 1988; Self et al., 1996; Svenningsson et al., 2005; Volkow et al., 2009). This is 

further supported by earlier work implicating cAMP changes in the NAc in reward-related 

behaviors (Carlezon et al., 1998; Self et al., 1998), yet the mechanisms of these effects are 

still being uncovered (Nestler, 2012). At the cellular level, cAMP orchestrates a number of 

physiological responses including changes in excitability, synaptic plasticity, and gene 

expression through a variety of its effector ion channels, as well as transcription factors 

(Kandel, 2012). Interestingly, the cAMP system is also subject to elaborate homeostatic 

adaptation that affects the processing of neuromodulatory G protein coupled receptor 

(GPCR) responses (Fan et al., 2009; Terwilliger et al., 1991; Watts and Neve, 2005). Thus, 

cAMP dynamics serve as a powerful proxy for monitoring the neuromodulatory effects on 

neural response generation and accompanying computations performed by the circuit.

In this study, we utilized the recently developed in vivo tool offered by the cAMP-encoded 

reporter (CAMPER) mice (Muntean et al., 2018) to interrogate the plasticity of the 

mesolimbic dopamine system underlying the development of adaptive changes that drive 

opioid addiction in an intact reward circuit with cell-specific precision. We identified key 

molecular components that shape the plasticity of cAMP signaling and delineated key 

adaptations in the circuit during coordinated activity between neurons that calculate reward 

value. On the basis of our findings, we propose a multi-parametric model by which 

dopamine signal integration is allostatically tuned following exposure to opioids.

RESULTS

A Single Acute Opioid Exposure Differentially Alters the Processing of Dopamine Signals 
in Subpopulations of Striatal Neurons

To begin probing the plasticity of dopamine signaling in the mesolimbic reward circuit and 

adaptations triggered by addictive morphine, we utilized an optogenetic strategy for 

inducing dopamine release from the VTA while simultaneously recording dopamine actions 

on D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs by monitoring real-time changes in intracellular cAMP (Figure 

1A). This approach utilizes the recently developed CAMPER mouse model, which has been 

calibrated to report absolute cAMP values with nanomolar resolution (Muntean et al., 2018). 

In particular, this strategy utilizes a cocktail of receptor antagonists validated to isolate 

dopaminergic inputs (Marcott et al., 2014; Muntean et al., 2018). Thus, in acute brain slice 
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preparations, we first examined adaptive changes induced by a single dose of morphine, 

administered to animals 30 min prior to the experiment, while comparing the effects to drug-

naive mice (Figure 1B). Notably, this protocol induced profound cell-specific changes in 

baseline cAMP levels, such that the acute treatment nearly doubled the cAMP in D1-MSNs, 

whereas the D2-MSNs were unaffected (Figure S1A). Interestingly, acute opioid exposure 

massively altered the processing of dopamine inputs triggered by optogenetic stimulation in 

both populations of MSNs (Figure 1B). We detected a significant reduction in both response 

amplitudes and durations in D1-MSNs as well as D2-MSNs in morphine-treated mice 

(Figures 1C and 1D).

To understand the implication of these alterations on circuit properties, we next examined 

the integration of phasic dopamine transients, which are considered a hallmark of reward 

reinforcement calculations by the dopamine system (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Phillips 

et al., 2003). The shape of the response is expected to significantly contribute to the 

integration of circuit activity, which we modeled by varying the intervals between individual 

stimulation bouts delivered while analyzing the response summation in both naive and 

morphine-exposed mice. Delivery of repeated bouts mimicking endogenous VTA phasic 

firing frequency of ~20 Hz (Juarez and Han, 2016) spaced at 3-min inter-stimulation 

intervals (ISIs) resulted in a response summation in drug-naive D1-MSNs (Figure 1E). In 

contrast, the drug-naive D2-MSN population exhibited no evidence of a summation, and the 

individual peaks were fully resolved. Morphine exposure markedly inhibited the summation 

of the response by the D1-MSNs, consistent with the increase in the temporal resolution of 

elemental responses under these conditions (Figure 1E). To investigate the effect of 

morphine on the response summation properties of D2-MSNs, we reduced the ISI to 1 min. 

Indeed, this produced a fusion of the responses into a single tetanic wave (Figure 1F). The 

response was also summed following morphine exposure; however, its amplitude was 

diminished, and its recovery was clearly compromised. These effects were even more 

pronounced at a shorter ISI of 0.5 min (Figures S1B and S1C). Taken together, these results 

demonstrate that acute opioid exposure results in considerable alterations in the 

dopaminergic responses of striatal MSNs. This includes characteristic subtype-selective 

effects, compromising their sensitivity and kinetic properties, which significantly influence 

the integration of phasic dopamine signals from the VTA.

Chronic Opioid Exposure Reveals Pathway-Selective Plasticity of Dopaminergic VTA-NAc 
Signaling

In parallel with the previous experiments, we designed our study to simultaneously examine 

long-term adaptations in processing dopamine signals by D1- and D2-MSNs induced by 

chronic exposure to opioids. Using the same approach, we compared four paradigms of 

opioid exposure, which included the previously described naive state (saline) and acute 

opioid exposure (Figure S2A). In addition, we studied adaptations underlying the 

development of tolerance, which have been observed following several sessions of 

intermittent opioid exposure, as well as the final paradigm of abstinence of opioids 

following repeated exposures (Madia et al., 2009; Posa et al., 2016) (Figure 2A). In the 

tolerance protocol, morphine exposure was extended to a total of six daily injections, where 

acute brain slices were prepared 30 min after the final injection. In order to extract 
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alterations specifically induced by repeated exposure, results were compared directly to 

those following the single injection of morphine (Figure 1). We found that relative to acute 

exposure, upon chronic treatment, D1-MSNs exhibited significantly lower basal cAMP 

levels (Figure S2B), amid an unaltered response amplitude (Figures 2B and 2C), and an 

increased duration of elemental responses (Figure 2D), essentially reverting the changes 

produced by the acute paradigm. Interestingly, the responses of D2-MSNs adapted in a 

unique way, also increasing basal cAMP levels (Figure S2B) and maximal dopamine-elicited 

responses (Figures 2B and 2C), but they maintained the same kinetic characteristics seen in 

mice exposed to a single dose (Figure 2D). We further benchmarked the tolerance paradigm 

by comparing these results with naive animals (Figures S2C and S2D). This revealed cell-

specific adaptations in dopamine processing where tolerance reduced the response amplitude 

selectively in D1-MSNs (Figure S2E) while shortening the signal duration in both D1- and 

D2-MSNs (Figure S2F).

We proceeded to analyze signal integration properties of the circuit by delivering trains of 

stimulation. Consistent with the reversal of the elemental response properties of D1-MSNs 

toward their drug-naive state, we found that responses from chronically treated mice also 

partially regained their ability to sum the response into a tetanic wave at 3-min ISIs (Figure 

2E). However, at higher stimulation frequencies, the response was virtually indistinguishable 

from acutely treated mice. A similar normalization of response integration was also seen in 

D2-MSNs (Figure 2E). Strikingly, the integrated response of chronically exposed D2-MSNs 

showed a unique feature not observed upon acute stimulation: a prominent rebound wave in 

the positive direction before returning to a stable basal level (Figures 2E and S2G). Overall, 

these data suggest that chronic opioid exposure readjusts the circuit properties, diminishing 

some adaptations produced by the acute exposure, yet maintaining and exacerbating others 

in a population-specific manner.

We further examined how chronic opioid exposure changes the response properties relative 

to the drug-naive state, when animals are withdrawn from the drug exposure for 24 h prior to 

experimentation, modeling an abstinent state (Figure 2A). In this paradigm, we also 

observed significant changes in the basal cAMP content relative to drug-naive mice: a 

reduction in D1-MSNs and nearly doubling in D2-MSNs (Figure S2H). Elemental responses 

of D1-MSNs from opioid-abstinent mice were markedly affected, with a 4-fold decrease in a 

maximal amplitude and a significant reduction in duration, when compared to drug-naive 

mice (Figures 2F–2H). Interestingly, the response properties of D2-MSNs remained largely 

unaffected, with only slightly augmented response amplitude (Figures 2F–2H). These 

changes were paralleled by massive deficits in the response summation exhibited by D1-

MSNs (Figures 2I and S2I), which essentially failed to produce any surge in cAMP at either 

low or high stimulation frequencies. Again, the response properties of D2-MSNs to the 

stimulus trains were not significantly different from the drug-naive state (Figure 2I). These 

observations indicate that opioid abstinence suppresses D1-MSN signaling while sustaining 

output from D2-MSNs.
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Opioid-Induced Changes in Dopaminergic Responses of MSNs Are Differentially Impacted 
by Pre- and Postsynaptic Mechanisms in a Neuronal-Type Selective Manner

The profound influence of opioids on dopaminergic signaling in MSNs prompted an 

investigation of molecular determinants that shape response properties underlying plastic 

changes. Dopamine is released in the striatum as a diffuse volume transmitter (Liu et al., 

2018; Rice and Cragg, 2008; Surmeier et al., 2010), with reuptake into presynaptic terminals 

by the dopamine transporter (DAT) that controls the extent of dopamine availability (Giros et 

al., 1996; Jones et al., 1998). Thus, we first examined the contribution of the DAT to cAMP 

response dynamics by pharmacologically blocking the DAT in acute slices by including a 

saturating dose of cocaine in the artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) solution (Figure 3A). 

We observed that inhibition of the DAT by cocaine, prior to optical stimulation, rapidly 

induced cAMP changes in both MSN subpopulations (Figures S3A and S3B). This effect 

plateaued after approximately 30 min, at which point elemental responses to the 20-Hz 

optical stimulation were then recorded in the presence of DAT inhibition by cocaine. We 

found that DAT inhibition had pronounced effects on dopamine-elicited responses in both 

MSN populations (Figure 3B). D1-MSNs displayed a significantly greater response 

amplitude when the DAT was blocked, compared with the ACSF buffer alone (Figures 3B 

and 3C). In contrast, D2-MSN responses were significantly diminished by the DAT blockade 

(Figures 3B and 3C). In addition, DAT inhibition significantly prolonged the response 

duration in both MSN populations (Figures 3B and 3D).

To probe the contribution of postsynaptic elements, we focused on phosphodiesterases 

(PDEs), a family of enzymes that metabolize cAMP to delimit signal propagation (Figure 

3E). Bath application of a PDE inhibitor, 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine (IBMX), increased 

the baseline cAMP level in both MSN subpopulations in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 

S3C). After finding that saturation with IBMX achieved an elevated cAMP baseline, we then 

optically stimulated the dopamine release. Interestingly, the PDE blockade did not alter the 

amplitude of the D1-MSN elemental responses, but drastically suppressed the responses of 

the D2-MSNs (Figures 3F and 3G). PDE inhibition also significantly prolonged the response 

durations in both MSN populations (Figures 3F and 3H). In summary, we conclude that both 

presynaptic and postsynaptic elements contribute to distinct phases of dopaminergic 

responses in discrete populations of MSNs: both the DAT and PDEs regulate response 

kinetics in both D1-MSNs and D2-MSNs, whereas the response amplitude in D1-MSNs is 

selectively set by the DAT, but not PDEs.

Having established the roles of both the DAT and PDEs in shaping dopaminergic signaling, 

we next sought to determine their contributions to the adaptations in response parameters 

triggered by opioid exposure. For these studies, we chose to use the acute morphine protocol 

to minimize compounding the influence of multi-drug interactions, which could trigger 

neuroplastic events associated with chronic paradigms (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Liang 

et al., 2016). As with the drug-naive animals, the DAT blockade by cocaine following opioid 

exposure (Figure 4A) augmented both the amplitudes and durations of the elemental 

responses induced by the 20-Hz stimulation in the D1-MSNs (Figures 4B–4D). Similarly, 

DAT inhibition also extended the duration of signaling in D2-MSNs; however, in this 
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population, we observed no significant change in the response amplitude (Figures 4C and 

4D).

We next applied a similar strategy to dissect the contribution of postsynaptic elements in 

opioid influence by blocking the PDE with IBMX (Figure 4E). We found that in opioid-

exposed mice, the D2-MSN population exhibited a similar loss of responsiveness upon the 

PDE blockade as was seen in the naive animals (Figures 4F–4H). The D1-MSN responses of 

opioidexposed mice were similarly prolonged in duration upon PDE inhibition as were the 

corresponding responses seen in naive mice. However, the PDE blockade in mice that 

received morphine produced unique augmentation in the amplitude of D1-MSNs (Figures 4F 

and 4G). These results suggest that modulation of the dopamine response amplitude by 

opioids in D1-MSNs involves postsynaptic PDEs and not a presynaptic DAT, whereas in D2-

MSNs, amplitude modulation instead involves DAT action and not PDEs.

Opioids Induce the Plasticity in Stimulus Frequency Tuning and Sensitivity of 
Dopaminergic Responses in Striatal MSNs

To better understand the implications of observed neuron-type-specific alterations on the 

processing of dopaminergic inputs, we next modeled changes in strength of phasic dopamine 

release by varying the intensity of the stimulation, while collecting MSN responses over the 

wide range of the VTA firing frequencies (Figure 5A). Analysis of the stimulus intensity/

response relationships revealed two cardinal features impacted by acute opioid influence 

(Figure 5B). First, morphine exposure selectively reduced D2-MSN signaling capacity by 

nearly 3-fold without affecting the magnitude of the response in D1-MSNs (Figure 5C). 

Second, morphine treatment further produced cell-selective effects on the sensitivity to 

dopaminergic stimulation, causing desensitization of D1-MSNs without significant effects 

on D2-MSNs (Figures 5C and 5D). We noted that the D1-MSN population exhibited a 

striking biphasic pattern of the response to dopamine, where an initial surge in cAMP was 

followed by an oscillatory rebound wave, depressing the signal in the negative direction 

(Figures 5B and S4A). This rebound cAMP signaling exhibited similar kinetics as the initial 

wave, and it increased in amplitude with higher frequencies of stimulation (Figures S4B and 

S4C). Furthermore, the amplitude of the rebound scaled proportionately with the amplitude 

of the main response component (Figure S4D), thereby limiting the overall dopamine 

responsiveness of D1-MSNs. Interestingly, morphine exposure completely suppressed this 

response component (Figure 5B), suggesting that its elimination following morphine 

exposure likely contributes to elevating baseline cAMP levels. We further noted that the 

effect of morphine on suppressing the response duration persisted across the entire range of 

stimulation frequencies in both D2-MSNs and D1-MSNs (Figures S4E and S4F).

We next interrogated the contributions of the DAT and PDEs to morphine-induced 

adaptations of frequency tuning and response sensitivity. First, we compared elemental 

responses evoked by varying frequencies recorded in slices from saline-(naive) and acute 

morphine-exposed mice following the DAT blockade (Figures 6A–6C). In drug-naive 

(saline) D1-MSNs, DAT inhibition significantly increased the sensitivity to dopaminergic 

inputs; however, during acute morphine exposure, this effect on sensitivity was absent 

(Figures 6B and 6C). During the DAT blockade, morphine still caused a reduction in 
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dopamine sensitivity in D1-MSNs; however, this effect was substantially exacerbated 

relative to slices without DAT inhibition (Figure 6C). Moreover, DAT inhibition increased 

the maximum signaling capacity (i.e., response amplitude at max stimulation frequency), 

and this effect was subdued by acute morphine exposure (Figure S5A). In contrast, in D2-

MSNs, DAT inhibition did not affect dopamine sensitivity in naive (saline) mice, but 

markedly increased it in acute morphine-exposed animals (Figures 6D–6F). Furthermore, 

DAT inhibition in D2-MSNs significantly reduced the signaling capacity in naive (saline) 

but not in acute morphine-treated mice (Figure S5B). These findings suggest that dopamine 

reuptake selectively limits the sensitivity of D1-MSNs to dopaminergic stimulation, whereas 

acute morphine exposure pivots the role of DAT toward limiting the sensitivity of D2-MSNs 

to dopamine.

Using similar experimental logic, we next interrogated the contribution of PDEs to 

morphine-induced changes in frequency tuning of the sensitivity to dopaminergic inputs. In 

drug-naive (saline) D1-MSNs, blockade of PDEs significantly increased sensitivity to 

dopamine; however, this effect was not observed in mice exposed to acute morphine 

(Figures 6G–6I). Again, we observed that the PDE blockade substantially exacerbated the 

degree of acute morphine-induced modulation of dopamine sensitivity of the D1-MSNs. 

Surprisingly, PDE did not play a role in D1-MSN signaling capacity in naive (saline) mice; 

however, following acute morphine treatment, the PDE blockade significantly increased max 

capacity (Figure S5C). Similar to the DAT blockade in D2-MSNs, inhibition of PDEs in 

these neurons did not change the sensitivity to dopamine in naive mice (Figures 6J–6L). 

Strikingly, PDE inhibition completely ablated the responsiveness of D2-MSNs to dopamine 

in acute morphine-treated animals. Furthermore, the PDE blockade had a general effect of 

reducing signaling capacity in D2-MSNs (Figure S5D). Thus, we conclude that in the drug-

naive (saline) context, PDEs play a cell-specific role in tuning D1-MSN sensitivity to 

dopamine, whereas following acute morphine exposure, PDEs no longer have the ability to 

modulate response sensitivity.

Allostatic Model for Drug-Induced Adaptation in Processing Dopamine Signals by Striatal 
Neurons

Our experiments revealed the extensive impact of opioid exposure on multiple parameters of 

MSN responses in processing dopaminergic inputs shaped by both pre- and postsynaptic 

mechanisms. In order to better understand the underlying logic of these changes, we 

modeled the multivariate data by applying a principle component analysis on correlations to 

reduce the dimensionality between core signaling features and visualize their impact. We 

considered changes in key response parameters including the basal cAMP set point, 

response amplitudes, signaling duration, and oscillatory rebound in defining clusters across 

morphine treatment paradigms (Figure 7A).

Most notably, this analysis revealed that both types of MSNs, under naive conditions, exhibit 

broadly dispersed clusters that likely underscore their ability to integrate an adaptive range 

of neuromodulation and maintain diversity in their responsiveness. Experimental opioid 

paradigms were characterized by distinct patterns that shared partial overlap with naive 

neurons, but also clustered in a unique manner. In both MSN subtypes, prolonged opioid 
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exposure in the abstinence and tolerance paradigms sharply shifted principle components in 

the opposite direction of neurons in mice subjected to the initial acute morphine exposure. 

The D1-MSN profile from the abstinence and tolerance paradigms concentrated into zones 

with mutual overlap, yet maintained areas of exclusivity, supporting our observations of 

overall signaling compression in these neurons (Figure 2). Interestingly, in D2-MSNs, 

principle components between abstinence and tolerance paradigms shared complete 

overlaps, thus collapsing to exhibit singular properties. Moreover, in both MSN types, the 

response parameters of naive neurons clustered in an area at the interface between the 

divergences observed between the acute and chronic (abstinence/tolerance) paradigms, 

suggesting that opioids can modulate the mesolimbic circuit to induce bidirectional allostatic 

plasticity.

To consider directionality of shifts in properties, we further calculated the overall cAMP 

signaling capacity of MSNs from each opioid paradigm by calculating an aggregate Z score, 

combining key response parameters that defined clusters in the principle component analysis 

(Figures 7B and S6). This analysis revealed that D1-MSNs exhibited an enhanced signaling 

in response to acute morphine, whereas the signaling was suppressed during tolerance and 

abstinence paradigms. Conversely, in the D2-MSN population, acute morphine suppressed 

signaling, while tolerance and abstinence paradigms profoundly enhanced the signaling 

score. To further understand the impact of opioids on the coordination of activity between 

MSN channels, we calculated the ratio of signaling scores between D1- and D2-MSNs 

(Figure 7C). This revealed a net increase in D1-MSN signaling during acute morphine 

exposure that reversed to a net increase in D2-MSN signaling during tolerance and 

abstinence paradigms. Collectively, this reveals the highly plastic nature of the striatal circuit 

that scales the strength of dopamine responses between neuronal subtypes in a coordinate 

manner to calculate shifts toward allostatic states. This further underpins the emerging 

concept whereby opposing MSN channels are concurrently activated to select an appropriate 

outcome (e.g., reward versus aversion, movement initiation versus suppression) (Cui et al., 

2013; Tecuapetla et al., 2014).

DISCUSSION

Modulation of Dopamine Signaling to cAMP Provides a Cellular Substrate for Allostatic 
Adjustments in Addictive States

Continual maintenance of homeostasis is essential for sustaining life in all animals (Cooper, 

2008; Koshland, 2002). This requires maintaining stable “pre-set” cellular conditions such 

as pH, protein levels, and energetics that facilitate configuring higher-level processes 

required for survival such as core temperature, fluid balance, and neurotransmission 

(Freddolino and Tavazoie, 2012; Soederberg, 1964). The optimal neutral equilibrium is 

constantly threatened as organisms cope with changes in the environment (Cannon, 1929). 

These challenges can result in adaptations that adjust the physiological set point of a given 

parameter, which then forces stability to be achieved at a novel set point, a process known as 

allostasis (Sterling and Eyer, 1988). Allostasis is a feed-forward process that deploys 

resources to actively maintain a non-equilibrium state and support chronic deviations from 

the homeostatic set point. While being largely an adaptive process, its dysregulation can lead 
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to pathology. This conceptual foundation has been proposed to explain adaptations in the 

reward circuit during drug addiction (George et al., 2012; Koob and Le Moal, 2001). In this 

paradigm, the role of central actuator of reward belongs to the neurotransmitter dopamine 

(Schultz, 2013; Tsai et al., 2009). Drugs with abuse potential, exemplified by opioids in the 

most extreme case, insult homeostatic balance by interfering with dopaminergic 

transmission (Di Chiara and Imperato, 1988; Pothos et al., 1991). This altered efficiency of 

dopamine signaling is thought to play a critical role in programming anticipatory reward 

calculation (i.e., RPE) (Schultz, 2016), yet the nature of the process that underlies allostatic 

shifts in the setpoint is not well understood. In this study, we explored the cellular substrates 

underlying allostatic changes triggered by exposure to opioids, modeling various stages in 

the development of dependence. We found that cAMP dynamics, as defined by key temporal 

response patterns to dopamine input frequencies, undergo marked plasticity that impacts the 

magnitude of signaling strength with a characteristic pattern. Based on these results, we 

propose that the adjustment of cAMP dynamics in MSNs serves as the key substrate for 

shifting between allostatic states. We further postulate that these signaling characteristics via 

cAMP enable the adaptive processing of neuromodulatory inputs, programming homeostatic 

control as well as physiological and pathological adaptations of its set point.

Opponent MSN Channels Exhibit Differential Susceptibilities to Opioid-Induced 
Adaptations

We observed that D1- and D2-MSN subpopulations not only exhibited unique cAMP 

response profiles to dopamine inputs, but the defining signaling parameters in each neuron 

type were also distinctly influenced by opioid exposure. In general, an acute opioid exposure 

enhanced cAMP signaling in D1-MSNs while diminishing it in the D2-MSNs. In contrast, 

prolonged opioid exposure enhanced signaling in D2-MSNs while suppressing D1-MSN 

signaling. These observations may provide a molecular basis underlying observations that 

the acute rewarding effects of morphine may be associated with D1-MSN activity, whereas 

aversive phenotypes to chronic opioids are thought to be linked to D2-MSNs (Cui et al., 

2014b; Kravitz et al., 2012; Tai et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2016). Our data offer critical support 

to the idea that MSN subtypes have distinct vulnerabilities to opioids that enable 

bidirectional processing of dopamine to facilitate dynamic cAMP signaling adjustments, 

beyond the general involvement of the cAMP system in reward (Nestler, 2016; Terwilliger et 

al., 1991). For example, it has long been appreciated that the cAMP pathway-mediated 

activation of the cAMP response-element binding protein (CREB) plays a direct role in 

morphine reward (Maldonado et al., 1996; Shaw-Lutchman et al., 2002), suggesting a 

framework for bidirectional modulation of such behavior through cAMP dynamics (Barrot et 

al., 2002). This is further refined by our observations that acute opioid exposure selectively 

enhanced basal cAMP in D1-MSNs which are in alignment with an upregulated cAMP 

pathway (Borgkvist et al., 2007) and exclusive activation of downstream signaling such as 

DARPP-32 and c-Fos in these neurons in the acute drug exposure setting (Enoksson et al., 

2012; Scheggi et al., 2009). Notably, observations that chronic morphine exposure 

paradigms substantially elevate the baseline cAMP set point selectively in D2-MSNs may 

underpin the increased excitability of these neurons following drug exposure (Zhu et al., 

2016), as well as selective c-Fos induction during opioid withdrawal (Enoksson et al., 2012). 
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Taken together, these observations reinforce the concept of neural population selective shifts 

in processing neurotransmitter inputs that program addictive states.

Balance of Activity between MSN Channels Dictates Allostatic Tuning

An output from the basal ganglia that programs behavioral choices is thought to result from 

coordinated activity between MSN subtypes (Cui et al., 2013; Lobo and Nestler, 2011; 

Tecuapetla et al., 2014). In the context of addiction, this suggests that drugs of abuse may 

exert their rewarding effects by triggering allostatic adaptations by impairing the balance 

between D1- and D2-MSN channels. Consistent with this idea, we found that in naive mice, 

the cAMP responses in D1- and D2-MSNs are tuned to different frequencies of 

dopaminergic stimulations. In response to morphine, input tuning to dopamine was 

selectively altered in the D1-MSNs toward a higher range of stimulation frequencies, 

reflecting a decrease in sensitivity to dopamine. Since the decoding of reward signals by D1-

MSNs occurs by interpreting the phasic patterns of dopamine release that occur at high-

frequency stimulation regimens (Schultz, 2013; Schultz et al., 2017; Tsai et al., 2009), this 

occlusion of responsiveness at low-frequency background dopaminergic tones (Juarez and 

Han, 2016) could provide a mechanism for priming the D1-MSN pathway for the extraction 

of reinforcing signals. Interestingly, prolonged opioid exposure triggers an additional 

mechanism for channel-selective adjustment, switching the circuit bias toward D2-MSNs. 

We think that these differences in signal integration thresholds between the channels are 

determined by changes in the temporal resolution of cAMP signals. Illustrating this 

mechanism, chronic and tolerance paradigms caused a selective loss of the ability of D1-

MSNs to resolve discrete cAMP peaks during repeated stimulation, whereas D2-MSNs 

continued to decode dopamine with robust kinetics. On the basis of these observations, we 

propose that an allostatic shift in reward valuation upon exposure to opioids is governed by 

the coordinated changes in the responsiveness of MSN populations to dopamine with initial 

drug exposure biasing signaling toward D1-MSNs, whereas repeated exposure gradually 

shifted the balance to favor D2-MSN engagement.

An unexplored area in our study pertains to the modulation of cAMP responses in 

cholinergic interneurons that also express dopamine receptors, in particular D2R, and that 

have a documented role in behavioral responses to drugs of abuse (Avena and Rada, 2012). 

These neurons drive a local dopamine release through the activation of presynaptic nicotinic 

receptors (nAChRs) on dopaminergic neuron terminals (Cachope et al., 2012; Threlfell et 

al., 2012), thereby influencing signal processing in MSNs (Mamaligas et al., 2016). 

Exploring such mechanisms of local microcircuitry in modulating MSN properties will 

likely be important to address in future studies to fully unravel the allostatic adaptations 

induced by drugs of abuse.

Differential Cell-Specific Contributions of Pre- and Postsynaptic Mechanisms to Shaping 
cAMP Response Characteristics and Plasticity

Since our findings indicate that the plasticity of the dopamine-cAMP signaling axis in MSNs 

triggers allostatic adaptations induced by opioids, we dedicated significant effort to 

determining the key factors and molecular players that shape the dynamics of responses to 
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dopamine and uncovered a distinct involvement of both pre- and postsynaptic mechanisms 

differentially impacting cAMP signaling in D1- and D2-MSNs.

We report that the key role in shaping plasticity of dopamine-cAMP signaling on the pre-

synaptic site belongs to the DAT, a molecular player with well-documented involvement in 

regulating synaptic dopamine concentration (Giros et al., 1996).Strikingly, we observed cell-

specific differences in contributions of the DAT to the processing of dopaminergic signals by 

MSNs. In D1-MSNs, the DAT critically contributed to determining the response magnitude, 

duration, and sensitivity. In D2-MSNs, the DAT was involved in the modulation of the 

response magnitude and duration, but not sensitivity. These observations suggest that the 

normal set point of DAT-mediated reuptake favors D2-MSN signaling and that its reduction 

may be responsible for shifting the signaling balance toward D1-MSNs. Therefore, 

inhibiting the DAT by abusive drugs such as cocaine results in reward reinforcement—a 

phenotype associated with D1-MSN signaling (Calipari et al., 2016). Interestingly, opioid 

exposure selectively affected DAT-mediated regulation of response properties: it occluded 

the DAT influence on response sensitivity in D1-MSNs while enabling the DAT to regulate 

sensitivity but not response magnitude in D2-MSNs. This complex influence of opioids on 

the interaction between MSN channels is further supported by observations that DAT 

availability is reduced in chronic opioid users (Liang et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017), and yet 

acute treatment does not reduce the DAT (Simantov, 1993). Thus, it is tempting to speculate 

that the DAT may assist in pivoting the D1-MSN versus D2-MSN balance in the striatal 

circuit, contributing toward allostatic tuning of cAMP signaling.

Our studies further reveal selective roles of postsynaptic cAMP-degrading enzymes (PDEs) 

in influencing dopamine response dynamics and adaptations induced by opioid exposure in a 

cell-specific manner. PDEs are recognized for their role in striatal pathophysiology (Kelly, 

2018) and have been shown to set the basal cAMP tone in striatal neurons (Polito et al., 

2015). However, surprisingly little is known about their involvement in dictating response 

kinetics. We found that PDEs are indispensable for coupling dopamine receptors to cAMP 

responses in D2-MSNs and thus represent an underappreciated role in decoding external 

signals in these neurons. Interestingly, we observed no significant influence of PDE activity 

on the response amplitude of D1-MSNs. In contrast, PDEs substantially influenced the 

response duration and sensitivity in these neurons. These contributions were drastically 

changed by opioid exposure, where ensuing plasticity enabled PDEs to modulate the 

response magnitude while preventing it from controlling the response sensitivity in D1-

MSNs, therefore further contributing to altering their response properties. These cell-specific 

influences may help explain multiple reports of PDE inhibition attenuating D2-MSN-driven 

phenotypes including morphine-induced withdrawal and conditioned place preference 

(Hamdy et al., 2001; Itoh et al., 1998; Mamiya et al., 2001; Mu et al., 2014; Núñez et al., 

2009).

Collectively, our observations suggest that both presynaptic mechanisms orchestrated by the 

DAT and postsynaptic properties delineated by PDEs are essential factors that distinctly 

shape opioid plasticity in the mesolimbic circuit by inducing temporal cell-specific 

adaptations to bias activity between MSN subtypes. As critical elements in the processing of 

neurotransmitter responses, both the DAT and PDEs act to selectively adjust the discrete 
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parameters of cAMP signaling to provide both cell-autonomous mechanisms, contributing 

toward programming diverse allostatic states. Taken together, this prompts a model where 

opioid exposure is time stamped by distinct profiles of alterations in the processing of 

dopaminergic signals by striatal neurons, with patterns of bidirectional cAMP modulation 

serving as substrates for calculating allostatic shifts in reward valuation. We hope this model 

can provide a useful framework for the exploration of molecular players, circuit 

mechanisms, and neuromodulatory logic and guide future studies on adaptive neural control 

of behavior, such as parsing the plastic features of other abusive drugs (e.g., stimulants) or 

affective disorders (e.g., depression), that are beyond the scope of this study.

STAR⋆METHODS

LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for reagents and resources may be directed to, and will be 

fulfilled by, the Lead Contact, Kirill A. Martemyanov (kirill@scripps.edu). This study did 

not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animal subjects—All experimental work involving mice was approved by The Scripps 

Research Institute’s IACUC committee in accordance with NIH guidelines. Mice were 

housed under standard conditions in a pathogen-free facility on a 12:12 light:dark hour cycle 

with continuous access to food and water. Male and female CAMPER+/+:Drd1Cre+/− and 

CAMPER+/+:Drd2Cre+/− mice were utilized in these studies and were not subjected to any 

prior experiments.

METHOD DETAILS

Viral injection—Adult mice were subjected to isoflurane anesthesia for bilateral 

stereotaxic delivery of AAV5-hSyn-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry (4.1 × 1012 GC/ml) through 

Hamilton syringes. Viral particles were infused at 150 nl/min (1 μL total volume) into the 

VTA (respective to Bregma, in mm, at a 7° angle: AP = −3.0, ML = ± 1.05, DV −4.6). 

Sufficient diffusion of viral particles was achieved by allowing the syringes to remain in 

place for five additional minutes after the infusion was completed.

Morphine administration—In opioid paradigms, mice were administered subcutaneous 

morphine at 15 mg/kg or equivalent volume of saline. The acute paradigm consisted of a 

single morphine dose followed by slice preparation 30 min post injection. In the abstinence 

paradigm, mice were administered morphine every 24 h for five consecutive days followed 

by slice preparation 24 h after the final injection. In the chronic paradigm, mice were 

administered morphine every 24 h for six consecutive days followed by slice preparation 30 

min after the final injection.

Acute brain slice preparation—Adult mice (both male and female around 3 months of 

age) were anesthetized with isoflurane followed by decapitation and rapid excision of the 

whole brain. In order to maximize preservation of mesolimbic circuit connections, sagittal 

sections (300 μm) were cut between 15–20° respective to the midline (Wallmichrath and 
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Szabo, 2002) on a vibratome (Leica VT1200S, Germany) in ice cold artificial cerebrospinal 

fluid (ACSF) equilibrated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 consisting of (in mM): NaCl (125), 

KCl (2.5), CaCl2 (0.4), MgCl2 (1), NaHCO3 (25), NaH2PO4 (1.25), Glucose (25), 

Kynurenic acid (1). Slices were then transferred to gassed ACSF absent kynurenic acid with 

2 mM CaCl2 for 30 min prior to performing experiments. Recordings were made in a 

chamber perfused with gassed ACSF, void of kynurenic acid, at 2 mL/min. Dopamine-

mediated responses were isolated by inclusion of picrotoxin (100 mM), DNQX (10 μM), 

CGP55845 (300 nM), and scopolamine hydrobromide (200 nM) in the ACSF as described 

(Marcott et al., 2014).

Quantitative cAMP imaging—As previously described (Muntean et al., 2018), 

intracellular cAMP was quantified in realtime CAMPER mouse brain slices by imaging 

FRET changes from NAc MSNs anatomically identified in the ventral region of the striatum 

approximately 5 mm rostral to midbrain mCherry fluorescence (from VTA hChR infusion). 

Sub-NAc geography between core and shell was not distinguished. Utilizing a Leica TCS 

SP8 MP confocal microscope, excitation of FRET donor (mTurquoise) was achieved with a 

Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent) tuned to 850 nm whereupon simultaneous donor (mTurquoise; 

465–505 nm) and acceptor (Venus; 525–600 nm) bandpass emission XYZ image stacks 

were collected through a 25X objective lens at 10 s intervals. Neuronal cell bodies were 

defined as regions of interest and raw fluorescence intensity from both channels was used to 

calculate FRET using ImageJ software. Δ FRET values were converted to cAMP 

concentrations by interpolation from a standard calibration curve. Channelrhodopsin 

stimulation in the VTA was achieved with 0.3 mW of 470 nm of light delivered from a 400 

μm core fiber optic cannula from a fiber-coupled LED (Thorlabs). Facilitation of optical 

stimulation trains (20 flashes of light each 2 ms in duration) were configured with a Pulse 

Train Generator (Prizmatix). DAT blockade was achieved by bath application of cocaine 

hydrochloride (10 μM). PDE blockade was achieved by bath application of 3-Isobutyl-1-

methylxanthine (IBMX) at concentrations indicated in the text.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism GraphPad software where Student’s t test and 

ANOVA were used for pairwise comparisons with the use of asterisks to indicate statistical 

significance (* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001, **** = p < 0.0001). At least three 

biological replicates were performed for each experiment with data from all samples 

included. Graphs report mean values with the presence of error bars to denote standard error 

of the mean. Principle component analysis on correlations was performed using JMP 14 

software.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The datasets supporting the current study are available from the Lead Contact on request.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Genetically encoded cAMP sensors allow measuring opioid actions in the 

striatum

• Opioids differentially adjust the strength of medium spiny neuron responses 

to dopamine

• Synaptic elements shape dopaminergic cAMP plasticity in a cell-type-specific 

manner

• cAMP serves as a cellular substrate of allostatic changes in dopaminergic 

signaling
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Figure 1. A Single Acute Exposure to Morphine Induces Changes in cAMP Signaling in the NAc
(A) Experimental approach utilizing CAMPER brain slices.

(B) cAMP responses recorded following optical stimulation.

(C) Max amplitude cAMP change. Naive D1-MSN 90.3 ± 5.5 nM cAMP (n = 51 neurons; 7 

mice) versus acute D1-MSN 68.7 ± 5.2 nM cAMP (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice); t test p = 

0.0066, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) D = 0.3544. Naive D2-MSN 68.5 ± 6.1 nM cAMP (n = 

47 neurons; 6 mice) versus acute D2-MSN 32.5 ± 2.9 nM cAMP (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice); t 

test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.516.

(D) Peak width quantification. Naive D1-MSN 6.3 ± 0.39 min (n = 51 neurons; 7 mice) 

versus acute D1-MSN 4.2 ± 0.25 min (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice); t test p = 0.0003, KS D = 

0.4414. Naive D2-MSN 3.7 ± 0.27 min (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) versus acute D2-MSN 2.5 

± 0.08 min (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.5883.

(E) cAMP responses from 20-Hz stimulation at 3′ inter-stimulation intervals (ISIs).

(F) cAMP responses from 20-Hz stimulation at 1′ ISIs.
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Figure 2. Morphine Exposure Induces Allostatic Changes in cAMP Signaling
(A) Morphine administration paradigms.

(B) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(C) Max amplitude cAMP change. Acute D1-MSN 68.7 ± 5.2 nM cAMP (n = 41 neurons; 6 

mice) versus tolerance D1-MSN 58 ± 4.5 nM cAMP (n = 39 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 

0.275, KS D = 0.2226. Acute D2-MSN 32.5 ± 2.9 nM cAMP (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice) 

versus tolerance D2-MSN 80 ± 5.4 nM cAMP (n = 46 neurons; 5 mice); t test p < 0.0001, 

KS D = 0.7261.

(D) Response duration. Acute D1-MSN 4.2 ± 0.25 min (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice) versus 

tolerance D1-MSN 5.6 ± 0.19 min (n = 39 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 

0.6048. Acute D2-MSN 2.5 ± 0.08 min (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice) versus tolerance D2-MSN 

2.4 ± 0.07 min (n = 46 neurons; 5 mice); t test p = 0.5208, KS D = 0.1761.

(E) cAMP response from optical stimulation at 3′ or 1′ ISIs.

(F) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(G) Max amplitude cAMP change. Naive D1-MSN 90.3 ± 5.5 nM cAMP (n = 51 neurons; 7 

mice) versus abstinence D1-MSN 29.1 ± 4.9 nM cAMP (n = 35 neurons; 6 mice); t test p < 
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0.0001, KS D = 0.702. Naive D2-MSN 68.5 ± 6.1 nM cAMP (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) 

versus abstinence D2-MSN 84.5 ± 7.2 nM cAMP (n = 38 neurons; 5 mice); t test p = 0.3572, 

KS D = 0.2021.

(H) Response duration. Naive D1-MSN 6.3 ± 0.39 min (n = 51 neurons; 7 mice) versus 

abstinence D1-MSN 4.1 ± 0.29 min (n = 35 neurons; 6 mice); t test p = 0.0009, KS D = 

0.4314. Naive D2-MSN 3.7 ± 0.27 min (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) versus abstinence D2-MSN 

2.7 ± 0.30 min (n = 38 neurons; 5 mice); t test p = 0.0641, KS D = 0.2861.

(I) cAMP response from optical stimulation at 3′ or 1′ ISIs. Gray/purple line indicates 

initial response peak. Red line indicates max response.
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Figure 3. Dopamine Transporter and Phosphodiesterases Regulate Magnitude and Duration of 
cAMP Signaling
(A) DAT inhibition schematic.

(B) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(C) Max amplitude cAMP change. D1-MSN ACSF 90.3 ± 5.5 nM cAMP (n = 51 neurons; 7 

mice) versus D1-MSN DAT block 139.9 ± 4.8 nM cAMP (n = 38 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 

0.0001, KS D = 0.4892. D2-MSN ACSF 68.5 ± 6.1 nM cAMP (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) 

versus D2-MSN DAT block 45.0 ± 4.2 nM cAMP (n = 49 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 

0.0030, KS D = 0.3678.

(D) Response duration. D1-MSN ACSF 3.0 ± 0.29 min (n = 51 neurons; 7 mice) versus D1-

MSN DAT block 4.5 ± 0.49 min (n = 38 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 0.0052, KS D = 0.3700. 

D2-MSN ACSF 2.0 ± 0.25 min (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) versus D2-MSN DAT block 3.5 

± 0.28 min (n = 49 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 0.0010, KS D = 0.3969.

(E) PDE inhibition schematic.

(F) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(G) Max amplitude cAMP change. D1-MSN ACSF 90.3 ± 5.5 nM cAMP (n = 51 neurons; 7 

mice) versus D1-MSN PDE block 104.8 ± 7.2 nM cAMP (n = 33 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 

0.2101, KS D = 0.2371. D2-MSN ACSF 68.5 ± 6.1 nM cAMP (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) 

versus D2-MSN PDE block 28.3 ± 3.1 nM cAMP (n = 44 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 

0.0001, KS D = 0.5629.

(H) Response duration. D1-MSN ACSF 3.0 ± 0.29 min (n = 51 neuron; 7 mice) versus D1-

MSN PDE block 14.5 ± 1.10 min (n = 33 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 

0.8717. D2-MSN ACSF 2.0 ± 0.25 min (n = 47 neurons; 6 mice) versus D2-MSN PDE 

block 3.2 ± 0.34 min (n = 44 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 0.0307, KS D = 0.3032.
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Figure 4. Acute Morphine Modulates DAT and PDE Regulation of cAMP Signaling
(A) DAT inhibition schematic.

(B) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(C) Max amplitude cAMP change; gray line indicates mean Naive (Saline) DAT Block. D1-

MSN ACSF 68.7 ± 5.2 nM cAMP (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice) versus D1-MSN DAT Block 

107.4 ± 5.8 nM cAMP (n = 36 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.5549. D2-MSN 

ACSF 32.5 ± 2.9 nM cAMP (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice) versus D2-MSN DAT Block 26.6 

± 3.3 nM cAMP (n = 42 neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 0.0766, KS D = 0.2821.

(D) Response duration; gray line indicates mean naive (saline) DAT block. D1-MSN ACSF 

2.9 ± 0.40 min (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice) versus D1-MSN DAT block 5.1 ± 0.44 min (n = 36 

neurons; 4 mice); t test p = 0.0014, KS D = 0.4356. D2-MSN ACSF 1.9 ± 0.32 min (n = 40 

neurons; 5 mice) versus D2-MSN DAT block 2.9 ± 0.36 min (n = 42 neurons; 4 mice); t test 

p = 0.0383, KS D = 0.3107.

(E) PDE inhibition schematic.

(F) cAMP response from optical stimulation.

(G) Max amplitude cAMP change; gray line indicates mean naive (saline) PDE block. D1-

MSN ACSF 68.7 ± 5.2 nM cAMP (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice) versus D1-MSN PDE block 

113.8 ± 4.8 nM cAMP (n = 38 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.6733. D2-MSN 

ACSF 32.5 ± 2.9 nM cAMP (n = 40 neurons; 5 mice) versus D2-MSN PDE block 4.9 ± 0.39 

nM cAMP (n = 45 neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.8778.

(H) Response duration; gray line indicates mean naive (saline) PDE block. D1-MSN ACSF 

2.9 ± 0.40 min (n = 41 neurons; 6 mice) versus D1-MSN PDE block 12.3 ± 1.08 min (n = 38 
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neurons; 4 mice); t test p < 0.0001, KS D = 0.7015. D2-MSN ACSF 1.9 ± 0.32 min (n = 40 

neurons; 5 mice) versus D2-MSN PDE block width, not detected (n = 45 neurons; 4 mice).
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Figure 5. Acute Morphine Modulates Frequency Tuning of Dopaminergic Responses
(A) Experimental schematic.

(B) cAMP responses varying frequencies of optical stimulation.

(C) Max amplitude cAMP change.

(D) Stimulation frequency that generated half of the max amplitude change. D1-MSN saline 

8.76 ± 1.09 Hz versus D1-MSN morphine 12.56 ± 1.22 Hz; t test p = 0.0421. D2-MSN 

saline 13.22 ± 1.12 Hz versus D2-MSN morphine 11.16 ± 0.88 Hz; t test p = 0.1628.
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Figure 6. Opioid-Induced Plasticity Modulates Frequency Tuning through the DAT and PDEs
(A) D1-MSN response to optical stimulation during DAT inhibition.

(B) Max amplitude cAMP change in D1-MSN.

(C) Stimulation frequency that generated half of the max amplitude change. D1-MSN naive 

ACSF 8.76 ± 1.09 Hz, D1-MSN naive DAT block 4.97 ± 0.49, D1-MSN opioid ACSF 12.56 

± 1.22 Hz, D1-MSN opioid DAT block 12.53 ± 1.09 Hz.

(D) D2-MSN response to optical stimulation during DAT inhibition.

(E) Max amplitude cAMP change in D2-MSN.

(F) Stimulation frequency that generated half of the max amplitude change. D2-MSN naive 

ACSF 13.22 ± 1.12 Hz, D2-MSN naive DAT block 10.45 ± 0.87, D2-MSN opioid ACSF 

11.16 ± 0.88 Hz, D2-MSN opioid DAT block 6.05 ± 0.98 Hz.

(G) D1-MSN response to optical stimulation during PDE inhibition.
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(H) Max amplitude cAMP change in D1-MSN.

(I) Stimulation frequency that generated half of the max amplitude change. D1-MSN naive 

ACSF 8.76 ± 1.09 Hz, D1-MSN naive PDE block 3.43 ± 0.42, D1-MSN opioid ACSF 12.56 

± 1.22 Hz, D1-MSN opioid PDE block 11.71 ± 0.88 Hz.

(J) D2-MSN response to optical stimulation during PDE inhibition.

(K) Max amplitude cAMP change in D2-MSN.

(L) Stimulation frequency that generated half of the max amplitude change. D2-MSN naive 

ACSF 13.22 ± 1.12 Hz, D2-MSN naive PDE block 9.84 ± 0.92, D2-MSN opioid ACSF 

11.16 ± 0.88 Hz, D2-MSN opioid PDE block, not detected. Two-way ANOVA; ns p > 0.05, 

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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Figure 7. cAMP Signaling Activity between MSN Channels Calculates Shifts in Allostatic States
(A) Principle component analysis on correlations utilizing basal cAMP, signal duration, 

cAMP response amplitude, and cAMP rebound amplitude during phases of opioid exposure. 

Vectors represent mean population directionality from zero.

(B) Aggregate Z score of signaling parameters (basal cAMP, response amplitude, and signal 

duration) from each phase of opioid exposure normalized to naive condition.

(C) Z score ratio of D1:D2 from each phase of opioid exposure.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and Virus Strains

AAV5-hSyn-hChR2(H134R)-mCherry UNC Vector Core N/A

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Morphine sulfate Sigma-Aldrich 1448005; CAS: 6211–15–0

Kynurenic acid Sigma-Aldrich K3375; CAS: 492–27–3

Picrotoxin Tocris 1128; CAS: 124–87–8

DNQX Tocris 2312; CAS: 1312992–24–7

CGP55845 Tocris 1248; CAS: 149184–22–5

Scopolamine hydrobromide Tocris 1414; CAS: 114–49–8

Cocaine hydrochloride Sigma-Aldrich 1143008; CAS: 53–21–4

IBMX Tocris 2845; CAS: 28822–58–4

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57BL/6-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(CAG-ECFP*/
Rapgef3/Venus*)Kama/J

The Jackson Laboratory JAX: 032205

Mouse: C57BL/6-Tg(Drd1-cre)EY262Gsat/Mmucd MMRRC RRID:MMRRC_017264-UCD

Mouse: C57BL/6-Tg(Drd2-cre)ER43Gsat/Mmucd MMRRC RRID:MMRRC_017268-UCD

Software and Algorithms

ImageJ https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/ N/A

JMP14 https://www.jmp.com/global-geo-redirects/
geohome.html

N/A

GraphPad Prism 6 https://www.graphpad.com/ N/A

Microsoft Office 16 https://www.office.com/ N/A
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